
HAPPY HALLOWEEN
FROM LFC!

Halloween has always had a special

place in our hearts and it has less to do

with things that go bump in the night

and everything to do with beautiful

women in sexy costumes. We've done

two Halloween shows so far - LFC22 &

LFC35. Both are available at

www.LFCfights.com. But who is the

lovely bottom dressed up as a jack-o-

lantern? It's none other than Lauren 'The

Animal' Fogle!
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BROOKE GILLEY TO
MAKE BARE KNUCKLE
DEBUT NOV. 5

Brooke 'Guillotine' Gilley will make her

Bare Knuckle Fighting Championships

debut next Saturday night at BKFC32 in

Orlando. Earlier this year LFC prospect

Tai Emery did the same and celebrated

her win by flashing the audience (will

Brooke do the same? you'll have to tune

in to find out!� Gilley and opponent

Jessica Borga both appear in back to

back episodes of the LFC podcast to

preview the fight and both episodes will

be available to our VIP members

tomorrow. And don't forget to check out

Gilley's bouts at LFC30, LFC32 & LFC34

as well as her sexy turn as a ref at

LFC33!



TERI LONDON IN SEXY
CALENDAR SHOOT

Teri 'Feisty Fists' London has been a

consistent fan favorite since her debut

at LFC19. On Thursday we unveil a

revealing video with the Vegas showgirl

turned fighter posing for the 2022 LFC

Calendar in a little yellow bikini provided

by our sponsor Healthy Male. You won't

want to miss this healthy female! 



LFC YOUTUBE
CHANNEL CLIMBING
THE CHARTS

It seems like just yesterday we were

presented with a YouTube Silver Play

Button for reaching the 100,000

subscriber milestone. Last week the LFC

YouTube Channel surpassed 450,000

subscribers and shows no signs of

slowing down. Is there any doubt a Gold

Play Button is in our future for a cool

million subscribers? Stay tuned!
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